
APPENDIX A 

RULES TO FOLLOW IN CLOUD ENGINEERING 

1. Shed all ambition to impress anyone. 

2 Never play around with raie rnaking or clottdbusting. The on 
envelope which you tackle while " drawing " energy from the 
atmosphere is an energetic continuum of high power. You may 
cause twisters. You may stir a forest fire into a wrong direction. 
You may do other damage without intending to do so. Never do 
anything unless you must. 

3. If experiinenting: it is more important to observe and know 
why you are doing what, than to achieve immediate results. 
Slowly growing comprehension will secure !ater results safely. 

4. In cloud engineering you do not " create rain," — you do not 
destroy elouds," — briefly, you are not playing God. What you 

do is solely helping nature on its natural course. 

5. Have your equipment, truck, etc. especially ali metal parts 
well grounded into water, preferably fiowing water. Lack of 
grounding imperils your organism. 

6. Do not let workers draw OR energy any longer if they become 
bine or purpie in their faces or feei dizzy. Exchange the workers;  
let them rest far enough away, and have their faces and arms 
always wetted down with fresh water. 

7. Do not hold on to pipes or other metal parts while you draw 
ou. Aiways use a separate plastic or wooden handle to move equip- 
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ment while drawing. Have your hands always well insulated with 
rubber or heavy cotton gloves. 

8. Have signs put up in such a manner that no one is hurt by OR 

charges. Do not let people stand dose by. Among them may be 
men or women who are ill and would rim some danger to their 
health. 

9. Never drill a hole " into the sky right above you unless you 
aim for a long drawn raio. 

10. When you feel a breeze or wind setting in due to your opera-
tion, stop drawing if the wind hecomes too strong or even if it 
acquires the appearance of a twister. 

11. If you wish to remove DOR clouds, draw in direction of run 
of on envelope. 

12. If you wish to DESTROY clouds or to stop raie, aim at center 
of heaviest clouds. 

13. If you wish to rnake clouds grow heavier, draw from the 
vicinity of the smaller clouds, and leave the large or heavy clouds 
undisturbed. 

14. If there are no clouds in the sky and clouds should be created. 
disturb the stillness or evenness of the ou envelop all around you 
by hrief, sweeping draws and dratv mainly against the run of the 
os envelope. To create clouds you must create differences of ou 
energy potentials. 


